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Product 1 (Blaster Pistol) 

Still laughing (4 Stars) 
I got two of these for an elaborate practical joke. The unaltered model works great. Amazing 
stopping power, nice comfy grip, pretty quiet for a blaster. My coworker N'grrhuhrhur was 
chomping at the bit to take a few potshots with it, so I gave him the other model I'd put an 
unstable power pack into. HILARIOUS! You should have seen the look on what was left of his 
face. 
 
I have to dock it a star, though, cause the smouldering bits of N'grrhuhrhur screwed up my 
carpet and I can't get the stains out. That, and I don't have eyebrows anymore. Talk about 
friendly fire! 

Product 2 (TT-8L/Y7 Droid) 

What the hell kind of door do you people have? (1 Star) 
I bought one of these things for my apartment, thinking that the little eye-stalk would pop out 
and scare the neighbors' bratty kids. The problem is that the stupid thing is like 30cm deep. I cut 
the hole out of my door and managed to get it installed, but every time the eye pops back into its 
casing the whole thing falls off and leaves a gaping hole in my door. I got robbed twice already 
this week! The TT-8L/XSS model is way better but I just don't have the floor space. 

Product 3 (Flamethrower) 

Bought this to clean my dead parents' house (5 Stars) 
I recently inherited the old family homestead on Tattooine and the place was disgusting. Filthy, 
tons of pests, tacky furniture, the works. All my friends suggested using droids but I've found 
they have a lot of trouble with this bigger pests, so I figured I'd give this bad boy a go instead. All 
that grime? Gone! Even the fresher scum. The womp rats? Gone! My parents' ugly furniture? 
Gone! My parents' ugly corpses? Gone! I haven't had the chance to try it on local law 
enforcement yet, but this baby has handled everything short of durasteel so I'm confident it'll get 
the job done. 


